
SUPPLY CHAIN COORDINATION IN BUYER CENTRIC

In this paper, we take the viewpoint of supply chain coordination to analyze the decision of suppliers and buyers to do or
not do business in electronic markets.

Or more specifically, how thebuyer can savemoney by moving procurement online, or by running online
auctions that obliterate a supplier s profit margin. Returns policies arecommon in thedistribution of perishable
commodities, such as books, magazines, newspapers, recorded music, computer hardware and software,
greeting cards, and pharmaceuticals Pasternack,  Section 5 uses numerical experiments to illustrate our results.
Marketing Science 4, Petruzzi, N. In our forthcoming analysis, weconsider supply chain conflicts in e-markets
when both supplier and buyer try to maximize their own profits, and welook at ways to resolvesuch conflicts
using supply chain contracts known to bean effective means for coordinating supply chain channels. Porter,
M. We focus only on the supply chain contract between the buyer and the supplier after thesupplier has won
thebid. However, Bakos does not show how to prevent market failure when the number of suppliers is very
large so that the supplier s profit margin is close to zero. Pasternack has discussed a much more general
returns policy which also allows partial returns, i. In a coordinated supply chain in EM, if the transaction
percentage r charged to the supplier by the owner of EM satisfies r oror max, the buyer can pay the supplier
certain amount of per unit premium, r PRE Xr r, to induce the supplier to join EM while the supply chain is
still Pareto 10 C. Additionally, while we only focus on a buyer centric e-procurement e-market with a
powerful buyer, our model can be easily extended to seller centric or neutral e-markets. If realized demand is
higher than his initial order quantity, the buyer will face lost sales without any additional penalty cost; while if
demand is lower, all unsold products will be salvaged at a very low value. Interestingly, however, many of the
e-markets that were established over the past few years have disappeared. Management Science 46, Leebaert,
D. Recently, a number of attempts have been made to extend our understanding of the newsvendor model.
Weidentify conditions under which both supplier and buyer would prefer participating in EM instead of in
TM. All rights reserved. As a result, many believe that buyer centric e-procurement e-markets will not be able
to attract a critical number of suppliers and transactions. The format of supply chain contracts varies in and
across industries. In this paper, we use single-period newsvendor models to analyze the supplier and buyer s
decisions on whether or not to join a B2B e- market. References Bailey, J. But Property 6 shows that this
practice may preclude certain suppliers with disadvantageous cost structures from joining the e-market.
Weshould notethat the purposeof thesupplier s returns policy in EM may betwo-fold: first, thereturns policy
may bea shortterm contract solely to coordinatethesupply chain for each transaction made in EM so that both
supplier and buyer are better off than without coordination.


